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AdAB passes plan for academic reorganization
by Robert Eckert
In a meeting Tuesday, the
Administrative
Affairs Board
voted to recommend the adoption
of the President's Advisory Committee's Recommendation for the
Academic Organization and Administration at Hope College.
THE ESSENTIAL change that
would be realized, should the
Board of Trustees follow AdAB's
recommendation, would be the
establishment of four academic
divisions in the college, the
appointment of a dean as the
academic leader and administrator
in each division and the appoint-

ment of a provost as the chief
academic officer of the college.
The plan specifies that each
dean would be in close touch with
the academic life and activities of
the students and faculty in his
division.
EACH DIVISIONAL dean will
also be encouraged and expected
to maintain some active involvement in teaching and/or research.
Dr. Charles Huttar, professor
of English and chairman of the
department, was one of the
non-AdAB members present to
speak out against the reorganization. He stated that he had
"certain crucial reservations" con-

cerning the plan. The estimated
$30,000 to $40,000 cost of the
restructuring was his main point
of concern.
HUTTAR remarked that it was
an "unsupported and dubious
assumption" that the reorganization would pay for itself. "In
rosier times we might have taken
the risk more casually, now we
cannot," he said.
Huttar also took issue with the
fact that one of the advisory
committee's goals was to increase
efficiency. He explained that their
plan would increase personnel
while increased efficiency usually
refers to a reduction in personnel.
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VanWylen Fetter heard

CLB acts on 'cross-section'
by Robert M. Kruse
HE ADDED THAT the conThe Campus Life Board dis- cept of self-government should be
cussed a letter concerning the adopted with "continuation of
Beran Proposal for dorm self-gov- present rules in regard to alcoholic
ernance from President Gordon beverages and parietal hours."
VanWylen in its meeting a week
The President also proposed
ago Tuesday.
that there be a conference next
BEFORE READING the letter fall to seriously study what is
to the board, committee chairman being sought to achieve in resiRuss DeVette, associate professor dence halls.
of physical education, said that
HE CONCLUDED his letter
the President had expressed a stating, "I should also add that
desire to attend the CLB meeting while I'm willing to transmit to
but since he was out of town he the Trustees a decision to introchose the letter as an alternative. duce drinking and for unlimited
VanWylen expressed a desire parietal hours on campus at this
for students ' in taking major time, 1 am very doubtful that they
responsibility in developing stan- would approve them. .1 could not,
dards of excellence in the resi- at this time, recommend their
dence halls. He did however adoption."
express concerns in relation to the
Jim Beran, the proposal's orproposal as it stands.
iginator, said, "Admissions and
THE LETTER asked, "Under a funds are the only real weighty
system of self-governance who is things in the President's statereally responsible for the opera- ment. We should examine if it will
tion of the unit?" VanWylen also affect funds as there has been a
asked for clarification as to what lot of misinterpretation of the
the R.A.'s role would be in the proposal."
future.
DR. DONALD Williams, proA second concern of the fessor of chemistry, suggested,
President was that the proposal "We should attach some sort of
would put an "undue burden" on rationale to the proposal and
the CLB and he could see the CLB discuss R.A.'s roles before and
becoming "truly bogged down in after the proposal is adopted."
evaluating every proposal."
DeVette said, "The Board of
DRINKING
AND parietals Trustees doesn't see the drinking
were the President's third area of and parietal question within an
concern. "These are matters experimental cross-section, but
which can have a very significant just as drinking or not drinking. If
effect on many aspects of the the President doesn't recommend
college including two which are it, it won't pass. If he does
very important to us at this time, recommend it, it might."
namely admissions and fund raisBERAN SAID, "The tone of
ing," the President stated in his the letter is negative as to the
letter.
state of the halls now. I don't
He noted that his major con- know if the President is getting
cern was with the "quality of life" good information on residence
in regard with these issues. "1 am halls."
not persuaded that unlimited
Nancy Wheeler, lecturer in
parietals and drinking in the classical languages and Associate
residential units will add to the Professor of Political Science
quality of life; in fact, there is, in Robert Elder both urged the CLB
my judgment, strong possibility to develop a rationale statement
that these actions will detract which would, as they felt, imfrom it."
prove its chances at passing.

WILLIAMS THEN asked for an
ad hoc committee of volunteers
to develop a rationale. Associate
Dean of Students Michael Gerrie,
Ron Posthuma, Wheeler, DeVette
and Beran agreed to formulate
such a statement and to develop
some remarks on the role of the
R.A.
On Tuesday, the Board received the rationale statement
from its ad hoc committee. The
statement began, "We, the members of the CLB, believe that the
freedom of all members of the
Hope community to adopt their
own lifestyle and moral values is
an integral part of our Christian
heritage."
THE RATIONALE also expressed the need for students to
assume greater responsibility in an
effort to improve student life. In
addition, the committee submitted a five point summary of
the new role of the R.A. The new
role would place a greater emphasis on the R.A. being a
"responsible leader" in the community, functioning "more as a
role m o d e l "
The problem of choosing a
cross-section of residence halls
which would have the option to
decide on drinking and extended
parietals under the Beran proposal
also faced the board.
DEVETTE SAID, "We talked
about having units with 25 to 35
people but found there are none
like that. We decided to exclude
the large dorms, Dykstra, Kollen
and Phelps. In establishing a
cross-section we would accept the
proposals and decide from the
merits of them which dorms
would have extended rights."
The question arose as to what
would be the fate of a dorm that
did not submit a proposal or
failed to operate under the guidelines it developed.
AFTER MUCH discussion, the
board agreed that each dorm
continued on page 2) column 1

A THIRD POINT of Huttar's
was that creativity, which the plan
would hope to encourage, depends on the person in a position,
not the position itself.
Professor of Art and chairman
of the department Robert Vickers
expressed a similar sentiment to
Huttar's, reasoning that the proposed
reorganization
would
"lengthen channels of communication and result in a duplication
of labor."
SHELDON Wettack, professor
of chemistry and a member of the
President's Advisory Committee,
offered support for the proposed
restructuring, stating that the
present structure is a situation of
"the supervision of too many
people by one person." He added,
"That is not a productive way to
go."
Wettack's points of support
included the assertion that in the
present structure ideas hadn't
been getting to their endpoints.
The new organization would provide "administrators with sensitivity and time for a proper response."
ACCORDING to Wettack, one
of the problems with the present
system is that Dean for Academic
Affairs Morrette Rider is too busy
with daily paper work to respond
properly to ideas for academic
innovations.
A compromise was called for
by Associate Professor of Music
Robert Cecil, who proposed implementation of the plan on a
limited basis, suggesting the establishment of a provost and only
two divisional deans.
DR. DAVID Myers, associate
professor of psychology and a
member of the advisory committee, answered Cecil stating that he
didn't know of anyone wellrounded enough to head both the
natural and social sciences.
Donald Finn, assistant professor of theater, supported the
proposal with the idea that
something needs to be done at
Hope to maintain enrollment and
the advisory committee's recommendation was a positive approach.

PRESIDENT
Gordon
Van
Wylen emphasized the need for
Hope to be "as dynamic as possible in the next decade."
In offering details on how the
proposal might be put into action,
VanWylen stated that it was the
intent of the advisory committee
that the deans be chosen from the
faculty. "We want to remove the
picture of the administrator who
responds only to input that
people come in and file. We want
people familiar with students,
faculty and the work of the
departments," he said.
FOLLOWING this statement,
concern was expressed that by
taking a teacher out of the faculty
for four years he may have
trouble going back to the classroom and/or research environment.
Myers answered that a sabbatical leave between the end of a
dean's term in the administration
and the renewal of his duties
among the faculty would make
the readjustment easier.
JUDITH Vickers, assistant professor of French, asked VanWylen
if "the provost would be an
assistant to the President, or
autonomous?" VanWylen replied,
"No one is autonomous in an
organization."
The discussion men boiled
down to a matter of costs versus
benefits. Controller and Chief
Fiscal Officer William Anderson
compared the new system to an
investment that would hopefully
help the college grow.
MYERS AND other supporters
of the reorganization admitted
that it was no guarantee of
continued growth but that it was
promising action.
As the discussion drew to a
close, Huttar opined that "a clear
diagnosis has not been made of
our ills." However, the proposal
passed with only Cecil dissenting.
In other action, ^ the AdAB
voted to table an option that
spring vacation be extended
through Monday, Apr. 8. The
board decided they would decide
the matter at a time closer to
spring break as the gas situation
could improve.

Coalition's budget for
next year discussed
by Tom O'Brien
Sharon Warner, chairwoman of
the Student Appropriations Committee, stated that the committee
was seriously considering the
Black Coalition's budget request
for next year. Last year the coaliton's request was rejected by the
appropriations committee.
NEIL DEBOER, assistant professor of economics and business
administration and the faculty
representative on the committee,
stated that last year the coalition's
budget requested "one quarter of
the total budget for all student
organizations."
DeBoer, in summarizing the
general guidelines for the granting
of funds to an organization, stated,
"The first consideration is the
number of students that benefit
from the organization, second is
the effectiveness of the benefit,
and the potential for involvement, and third is the internal
control an organization demonstrated over the funds they deal
with."
DEBOER SAID that the coalition applied after deadline for
budgets last year. He also stated
that the coalitions budget requested funds for events that did
not benefit a large number of students.
"Sixty to 70 percent of their
budget last year was for a dance
that was only open to minorities,"
stated DeBoer, "when there are
probably only 50 minority students out of over 2,000."
DEBOER SAID further that although the coalition was not
funded immediately by the committee, they did receive $150 in

funds from the committee's surplus funds for last semester's
Black Experience Weekend.
DeBoer was optimistic about
granting the coalition's budget request this year because of the responsibility demonstrated by the
coalition's handling of the Black
Experience Weekend. "The Black
Experience Weekend appeared to
go well because a lot of hard work
went into it. It appeared they got
a lot of campus input, too," he
said.
ED SANDERS, chairman of
the Black Coalition, said that he
did not know that much about
last year's budget because he did
not have a hand in its formulation.
Sanders did say though that he
understood last year's coalition
asked
for an "unreasonable
continued on page 3i column 4

SC elections
to be.Tues.
Elections for Student Congress
president, vice president and secretary-treasurer will be held Tuesday. Polling will take place in the
Kletz from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., at
both lines in Phelps Dining Hall
from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m., and again
in the Kletz from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
If a run-off is necessary, it will
occur on Wednesday.
Presidential candidates are Jim
Beran, Bill Boersma, Dave Cluley
and Peter Brown. Tom O'Brien
and Bruce Martin are running for
vice president. Kathi Machle is
running for secretary-treasurer unopposed.
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Japanese film series
to premier Monday
"Focus on Japan: Opportunities to deepen understanding of a
traditionally modern culture" will
be the theme describing a number
of films sponsored by Hope during
March and April.
The films will present various
aspects both of Japan's traditional
culture and of its role as the
world's third industrial leader.
The color cinemascope film A
Thousand Cranes will be shown at
the Park Theater at 7:30 p.m. on
Mar. 25. The novel by the same
name, by Nobel Prize winner Yas-

'Can-Can'kick
off tonight
Contrary to the advertising
industry, Americans and French
have; more in common than
Franco-American spaghetti. At
least that is the feeling of the
French department, who will
sponsor "An American in Paris,"
a program on the wine and cheese
culture tonight at 8 in Wicher's
auditorium.
The program, which is co-sponsored by the International Relations Club, will include a movie,
skits, and a , Can-Can finale.
Admission is free to students and
the general public.

unari Kawabata, is one of the best
known contemporary novels by a
Japanese author. The novel has
been interpreted as a commentary
on how the post-World War II generation in Japan coped with its
love-hate relationship to their
country's traditional past.
The story line of the novel and
film focuses this theme on the
love-hate relationship a young son
of a tea-ceremony master has with
two of his father's mistresses. The
beauty of the traditional teaceremony provides a moving backdrop for the telling of the story.
Complimentary tickets for the
film are available through The International Education Office.
Six additional films made by
Japanese* film directors will be
shown beginning April 10, when
Kurosawa's Rashomon will open
that series. Other films will be:
The Burmese Harp on April 17,
Odd Obsession on April 22, Floating Weeds on April 25, Ugetsu on
April 29, and Fires on the Plain
on May 2. Subscription to the series is $3. The charge for one film
is $.75. Each film will be shown in
the main theater of the DeWitt
Cultural Center at 7:30 p.m.
Further information about the
series can be obtained from the
International Education office in
Voorhees Hall.

MEET THE CANDIDATES-ln a Wednesday night question-answer session in the Kletz, candidates seeking
the office of Student Congress president discussed important issues facing the college. Seated from left to
right are Bill Boersma, Jim Beran, Peter Brown and David Cluley. Voting will take place Tuesday.
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'Cross-section' would
include six residences
continued from page 1
would remain under the present
system, as stated in the student
handbook, if its proposal for
self-governance was not accepted
by the CLB.
In its earlier meetings the
board expressed a feeling that
freshmen should not be included
in the cross-section which would
have extended rights. Gerrie was
concerned that the board has lost
sight of this. He asked, "Should
UNWANTED
PREGNANCY?
A M E R I C A N F A M I L Y P L A N N I N G IS A
HOSPITAL A F F I L I A T E D O R G A N I 2 A
TlON OFFERING YOU A L L ALTERNA
TIVES TO A N U N W A N T E D PREGNAN
CY FOR I N F O R M A T I O N IN YOUR
AREA CALL

Gill (21S) 449-2006
AMERICAN FAMILY
PLANNING
A Medical Service to Help You

by Chad Busk

freshmen be considered in the
cross-section? I thought we originally
said
freshman
dorms
shouldn't be considered."
BOARD MEMBERS were concerned with how incoming freshmen should be notified if they
were assigned to a dorm which
had drinking and 24-hour privileges.
Ron Posthuma then moved
that the cross-section be selected
which would include one large
male dorm, one large female
dorm, two male cottages and two
female cottages.
POSTHUMA SAID that the
only residence halls excluded
should be the large dorms-Kollen, Dykstra and Phelps, while
Durfee and Gilmore, with a
substantial number of freshmen,
should have a chance to be in the
cross-section.
The motion passed and the
board adjourned.

What is the fate of a democracy when the people
have lost confidence in their elected representatives?
This is a question that now confronts us with a
President trying to fend off impeachment and a
Congress trying to cope with some problem-any
problem-in a constructive way.
GIVEN THIS state of government in America
today, there is cause for alarm. For the time when
people doubt the viability of a democratic political
system is also the time when a Hitler can emerge,
appealing to the people with promises of problemsolving action.
The people today are threatened by unemployment, frustrated by inflationary prices, and disgusted by scandals and rumors of scandal in the high
offices of government. They are losing patience with
long-established and respected methods of government; in short, the people are increasingly ready to
give anyone with a quick tongue and big plans
unlimited power to get things done.
THE UNITED States does not suffer alone from
this affliction. Such is the case in Great Britain. For
it is hard to understand how Britain's critical economic condition will improve. The coal miners have
been bought off by grossly inflationary wage increases; the new Labor-Liberal coalition government
will be unable to provide a base for firm and effective
leadership.
Furthermore, the labor's traditional lack of fiscal
prudence and eagerness for nationalizing industry
will only exacerbate the sick economic situation.
G. E. Murray, Chicago poet Citing these and other problems, William F. Buckley
and critic, will give a reading in is led to muse: "Britain's fate is very likely our fate.
Wichers Auditorium on Wednes- If democracy is finally traduced in England, why
day, Mar. 27, at 8 p.m. He will be should it prosper elsewhere?"
available in the afternoon to
THE UNDERLYING cause of this trouble in the
discuss aspects of writing with United States and Great Britain stems from the
Hope students and staff at the mistaken belief that government can cope with and
Puft
solve problems where private individuals cannot.
Murray was the judge for this This error has been legislated into programs aimed
year's Eerdmans Awards for crea- at the government attempting more and thereby
tive writing, the results of which questioning the competence of every one of us to
will be announced at the reading. manage problems ourselves.

Poet to give
reading Wed.

RIVER MTWEEN
PHONE M M 4 1 I

r c
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C>^ PENCILS
-YOUR COMPLETE ART STORE-

Fate of the Republic

^

The bulky, bloated national government has
crowded out the individual from assuming responsibility for society's problems; when these grand governmental designs fall short there is much gnashing
of teeth over something the government is ill-suited
to do anyway.
THUS, WE EXPECT the government to improve
the economy by wage and price controls, i.e. by the
flagrant ignorance of natural market forces. We expect social justice and equality of opportunity to
accrue from the government regarding human beings
as Black or White commodities and putting quotas
of each in school systems far away from home.
Finally, we charge the government with the task
of propagating democratic values to the other nations of the world, but when it equates democracy
with the fate of a tiny country in Southeast Asia
and spills blood for that commitment, we decide
that is not what we meant at all.
IT IS AXIOMATIC that when government is
viewed as the vehicle to give people ever greater
prosperity, justice for all, and transport democracy
to other parts of the Earth, the inevitable failures
will cause the people to doubt the effectiveness of
government to carry out other, more appropriate
and essential functions.
These include the preservation of personal freedoms guaranteed by the Bill of Rights, a common
defense, and a foreign policy which recognizes that
democracy is a privilege to be nurtured within a
country, not imposed from without.
THE FAILURE to delimit between what the
government can do and what by its nature it cannot
do (but perhaps what individuals by their nature
can) is the basic reason for the crisis in democracy.
It is a problem that can be recognized and prophesied, although it will never be eradicated.
Mammoth government and the bureaucrats entrenched within are too intrigued with the great
power they think they wield to relinquish it for
power which, although less, in fact has substance.
1984 is closer than you think.

Check out Reliable's complete selection
of bicycles

Special to
Hope Students.

The new Schwinn Paramount,
our finest, has arrived. See our
large group of used bikes.
$10.00 holds any bike n o w .

Tfeliahie

CYCLE &

OPEN MON. AND FRI. T I L 9 PM

mus
dosed All Day Wednesday

50c OFF
V.I.P. FAMILY
SPECIAL PIZZA
(16"-Sin)
This offer good
« any time. You
mutt bring thb ad
for ptan offer.

OFF
PITCHER OF BEER
9 p.m. to 12
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY
and THURSDAY nltfm.
Bring ID.
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Arandjelovic:

painter escapes 'one job prison'

by Marcy Darin
The owner of a gray Chevy
pick-up once confessed a "strong
feeling of not having any particular control over my future."
FOR THOSE regular customers
of Town and Country Market on
Michigan Avenue, you have probably been unknowing witnesses of
a "chef d'oeurvre" of artist,
French professor, and prophet of
his own fate, Vladimir Arandjelovic,
Arandjelovic, who joined the
faculty in 1972 as an instructor in
French and Russian, will be
leaving the teaching profession
next year to pursue a full-time
career as a sign painter. The 35
year-old
doctoral
candidate
claimed the Town and Country
"Open 24 Hours" billboard was
"probably the biggest sign in
Holland."
ARANDJELOVIC began dal>
bling in the sign painting business
while a graduate student at
Indiana University. "I always
wanted to be an artist," he
confessed.
"I received some design training while studying architecture at
the University of Belgrade, Yugoslavia, but was disillusioned because so much emphasis was on
engineering." The native Yugoslav
then transferred to liberal arts,
focusing on comparative literature
and philosophy.

meeting with Rider. "My reasons
were strictly personal and had
nothing to do with Hope College," he declared.
HOWEVER, Arandjelovic did
express dissatisfaction with his
assignment of courses in the
department. "I was originally
hired to teach upper level literature classes, but it seems there
were too few advanced students
to justify the hiring of another
teacher," he explained, describing
the shrinking language department
as "the seventh hole oft the flute."

VLADMIR ARANDJELOVIC
FOLLOWING academic pursuits at the University of Nancy in
France and admittance into the
doctoral program for French literature at Indiana University, the
would-be artist arrived at Hope in
the fall of 1972.
Last July, he was informed by
Dean for Academic Affairs Morrette Rider that his contract would
not be renewed for the 74-75
academic year. Although Arandjelovic viewed the reasons for his
terminal contract as primarily
financial, he admitted that he was
planning to resign prior to the

Arandjelovic compared teaching first year language students to
the unrewarding task of the
mythical Sisyphus pushing' the
rock uphill. "I bet that 90 pejcent
of my students will have forgotten
everything within a few months.
My best students don't need me
and the worst don't use me," he
said.
THp FAMILIAR parka-clad
Kletzite revealed that if he had
been teaching primarily literature
and philosophy courses, his dismissal would have elicited a
different reaction. "I wouldn't be
leaving as serenely as I am now,"
he remarked.
Arandjelovic feels that sign
painting, unlike the teaching profession, offers the artist the
undeniable satisfaction of "viewing his own creative product."

Gerrie concerned

Rats invade A Phi O house
by Tim Mulder
The 13 people who live in the
A Phi 0 House think th^t $715 is
a lot of money to pay each month
for a domicile that is infested with
rattus norvegicus, more commonly known as brown rats.
THE FIRST CLUE that the
rodents had moved in was shortly
after Thanksgiving break when
one of the house residents heard a
gnawing sound in the wall near
the head of his bed. Nothing was
said until resident Paul Massoth
declared that he had just seen two
rats crossing the kitchen floor.
Michael Gerrie, associate dean
of students, and maintenance
were both contacted by R. A.
Ron Sanford to see if anything
could be done to evacuate the
unwelcome visitors, but no action
ensued.

Three

According to Sanford, two
months passed, the rats remained,
and the residents of the house
decided that they had had enough
of the rats streaking across their
feet, keeping them awake at night,
and making a mess of their
kitchen floor.
LAST WEEK residents found
an entrance hole eaten through
the soft sand-stone basement
foundation. Maintenance prpvided
D-Con, a rat poison, which
residents placed near the hole and
at the mouth of a heat vent that
the rats use to get from one part
of the house to another.
Gerrie expressed concern about
the predicament Tuesday when he
said that neither he nor maintenance had understood the magnitude of the problem the first time
it was mentioned to them, but

that it would be taken care of
immediately. He said, "I want to
be able to assure the students of
safe and secure housing."
HE CALLED maintenance to
discuss the possible methods of
getting rid of the rats and to
designate the responsibility to a
specific member of that staff.
He assured, that the matter
would ' be completely remedied.
"If the D-Con doesn't work we
will do whatever has to be done,
even if that means fumigating the
whole house," Gerrie declared.

"WHEN SOMEONE commissions me to paint a sign, 1 have the
added satisfaction of knowing
that Jie needs the sign or at least
thinks he needs it," he commented. The "quadralinguist"
added that he feels he "is
imposing on people" in certain
classroom situations.
"Standing in front of my first
year language classes, I know that
two-thirds
of
the
students
wouldn't be there if it weren't a
college requirement-there just
isn't the same satisfaction as in
painting," he said.
ARANDJELOVIC, who has
been "feeling out the market
during vacations and free periods," is optimistic about next
year's venture into the graphic
arts. "This area is really underprovided in this type of service,"
he observed, "and there is plenty
of opportunity."
In addition to the Town and
Country market, the painter's
services were also employed by
several local industries during
vacations. The art department's

sign on the Rusk Building, a gift
to colleague Professor of Art
Robert Vickers, is another illustration of the artist's talents.
"IT'S TOO BAD there are so
many people who are afraid to
develop their talents and become
prisoners of one job," the philosopher-artist mused. Plagued by fear
of failure, "Americans, have lost
the sense of a new challenge,"
according to Arandjelovic.
"Some people talk. themselves
into being happy with what they
are doing and have no imagination
about other possibilities," he
added. Arandjelovic said that
"several people outside of the
teaching profession were surprised
r t h a t I could leave the profession
so easily."
INCLUDED among the* "surprised" were fellow blue-collar
painters, who were "amazed that
a painter could speak French." He
said, "I had to prove myself at
first, because the other workers
couldn't believe that a teacher
could paint."
Arandjelovic did not deny the
possibility of returning; to the
teaching profession in the future,
provided that the position was in
his preferred fields of literature
and philosophy.
As to the reaction of his
faculty colleagues, Arandjelovic
reported that it was "favorable."
"Most of them, especially those
continued from page /
without tenure, consider me lucky
amount of money." He stated, to have an alternative/' he said.
"The people weren't aware of the
guidelines for filing a budget."
SANDERS STATED that he is
well aware of the guidelines and
has planned accordingly. "In this
year's budget," he stated, "there
is no activity that doesn't include
the campus." Sanders said that
this year's budget, if approved, will
Pianist Diana Holthuis will
include funds for bringing a black present her senior recital tonight
theater group to campus, a dance at 8:15 p.m. in Dimnent Memorial
and a speaker, along with the Chapel.
The program will include the
Black Experience Weekend activiPrelude and Fugue in C Major,
ties.
Warner was "impressed" with XXV from The Well-Tempered
the coalition's presentation of ra- Clavier by Johann Sebastian Bach,
tionale for their budget last Tues- Sonata in E-flat Major, Opus 81a
day. "It was well organized and by Ludwig von Beethoven, and
within the committee's guide- Le Tombeau de Couperin by
Maurice Ravel.
lines," she stated.
Concluding the recital will be
Next week the appropriations
committee will send their recom- Nocturne by the American commendations to Student Congress poser Samuel Barber, and Franz
for approval, said Warner.
Liszt's Hungarian Rhapsody, XIV.

S.A.C. hears
budget plan

Senior recital to
be presented in

Chapel tonight

Borr's
Bootery

Every Wednesday
is the originaU

TLANNG HOG NITF
at Coral Gables
OLD CROW BAR
Saugatuck, Michigan

" I f o u & H t S t a t l t !

it's a dog!
it's a butterfly!
it's LATIGO!
And it's alt these things and more!

25c Drinks and 25c Beers
$1.00 Admission
8 till 10:30
All This and More in '74

The "Sunstoned/' with a free-spirited butterfly on Latigo
Leather.

Underscored with a non-stoppable, lightweight

chunk of wedge. Antiqued tan with brown/green design, $11.00
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Serious flaws
After many months of consideration, it
is apparent that the Campus Life Board
doesn't know qui^ what to do with the
- Beran plain for self-governance.
The board has gathered student and faculty surveys and discussed at length the

/r

merits of the proposal. It has become evident that the question boils down to this:
are students responsible enough to handle
dorm self-governance?
The board was finally convinced that
students could govern their own life styles
and decided that the plan, in an amended
form, should be tried.
A week ago Tuesday, President Gordon
VanWylen sent a letter to the board that
expressed doubts concerning the plan.
In his letter, the President supported the
concept of self-governance, but feared that
unlimited parietals and drinking could hurt
the Equality of life" in dorms.

v.

We see two serious flaws in the President's reasoning. First, how would drinking
and 24-hour parietals necessarily hurt the
quality of life in dorms? Hope students are
adults and would be making regulations
with regard to the whole community. How
could the quality of life be lessened when
that would be the very thing students, in
determining their own rules, would be
seeking to protect?
Second, the whole idea of drinking and
parietals isn't being handled realistically.
To believe that the defeat of the Beran
plan would guarantee that there wouldn't
be drinking in dorms is self-deception. People in dorms do drink and people in dorms
do have members of the opposite sex in
their rooms after hours. Rather than pretend that a non-existent situation is what
prevails in living units, parietals and drinking need to be dealt with rationally with
regard to how they actually occur.
Five months is a long time and represents a good deal of research on the part of
the .CLB. Going on only limited and negative input, it seems to us that President
VanWylen has dealt an unnecessary and
unfair blow to both the work df the Campus Life Board and the board/committee
structure as a whole.
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Help the Prez

Risky business
In its meeting last Tuesday, the Administrative Affairs Board voted to recommend
for adoption by the Board of Trustees a
plan that would realign the academic organization and administration at Hope.
The basic feature of the plan is the
establishment of four divisional deans and
a provost as chief academic officer.
According to the President's Advisory
Committee which developed the plan, ''the
essential rationale of this recommendation
is that it represents an effort to improve
the creativity, effectiveness, and efficiency
of our academic activities."
In supporting the need for such a plan
President Gordon VanWylen has said that
Hope needs to be "as dynamic as possible
in the next decade."
Both the President and the President's
Advisory Committee have offered vague
and ambiguous reasons for the purpose of
such a reorganization. As Dr. Charles Huttar pointed out at the AdAB meeting, it
doesn't seem as if a reliable and specific
diagnosis has been made of the ills that the
reorganization would hope to remedy.
For example, the current trend in America is away from higher education, and the
advisory committee would have us believe
that their plan for academic reorganization
-and administration will help prevent enrollment decline here at Hope. Yet, the
relationship between enrollment and academic structure has only been guessed at.

There is also the problem of the lack of
creativity and dynamism in Hope's present
structure. But who has thoroughly examined the present structure to accurately
determine just what its shortcomings are
that prevent creativity and dynamism?
It seems foolish to us that a system
should be discarded for a $30,000 to
$40,000 risk, when no one is even sure
exactly what is wrong in the first place.
Obviously, there is a feeling among
faculty and administration that something
needs to be done to Hope's academic
structure. But until the problems are accurately analyzed, we recommend that
change b6 implemented more conservativeiyRobert Cecil suggested a compromise
measure that would establish two, as opposed to four, divisional deans. We feel
that this is the kind of action that should
be taken. As there is no assurance of the
potential for success of the advisory committee's plan,' too many dollars and jobs
would be put in precarious positions.
Something on the order of Cecil's suggestion, however, would minimize costs,
yet still provide the dispersement of responsibility that appears to be needed.
Such a trial program could be easily expanded, if successful, and easily absorbed
as a loss if unsuccessful.
A step is being taken in the right
direction, but it is too big a step.

Letters

Van Voorst refuted

V

V

© 1 9 7 4 , The Los Angeles Times Syndicate

WASfflNGTON-Mr. Maurice Dirk, a
lifelong admirer of President Nixon, has
just started a new organization called the
Committee to Refinance the American
President.
IN HIS PLUSH offices on Pennsylvania
Avenue, Mr. Dirk told me, "From all indications President Nixon will have to pay anywhere from $350,000 to $500,000 in back
taxes, that is to say money that he deducted which probably will be disallowed.
Now to the average person that may not
be much, but for the President this is a
large sum of money. I think we, as Americans, should get together and pay the back
taxes for him."
4

TM ALL FOR it, but how do we do
it?" I asked.
"The easiest thing would be for Congress to pass a law making it possible for
everyone filing a tax return to check off $ 1
on our taxes to pay the President's penalties. In that way all the IRS would have to
do is transfer the money from one account
to the other."
"I'M NOT SURE Congress would do
that."
"Neither am I," Mr. Dirk said.
"That's why I started the Committee to
Refinance the American President. It
would give companies such as ITT, Gulf
and American Shipbuilding, as well as public interest groups like the American Milk
Producers Industry and individuals like
Robert Vesco a chance to show how much
the Presidency means to them. It would be
an opportunity for everyone to become
directly involved with the President's tax
problems and share in restoring our faith in
the American system."
"There are some American people who
might balk," I warned Dirk.
"THEY WILL until they realize what is
at stake. The worst way you could cripple

the American Presidency is to make the
leaders of the nation pay back taxes.
How can the President concentrate on
the great problems of the world when the
Internal Revenue Service puts a lien on his
salary? Suppose the IRS decides to take
San Clemente or Key Biscayne away from
Mr. Nixon?
" I F YOU MAKE him pay back all the
money the IRS says is due them, the President will have to change his lifestyle. He
will be unable to give dinners for heads of
state or congressmen. He will have to cut
out trips to Camp David.
The IRS would put him on an allowance
and that would be the end of taking his
family to Trader Vic's. They might even
make the President get rid of a couple of
his dogs. You don't know how vindictive
the IRS can be when they go after you."
"IT MAKES YOU sick when you think
of it," I said.
"The, question the American people
must ask themselves is do we want a poverty-stricken President who eventually will
have to apply for welfare, or do we want
one who is free of the tax burdens that
affect the rest of us?"
"THERE IS NO question in my mind,''
I told Dirk.
"The Committee to Refinance the
American President will launch a nationwide appeal this month to coincide with
the 1974 tax season which, as you know,
ends on April 15. We will ask Americans as
they will out their returns to remember Mr.
Nixon's tax problems, and to ask themselves not what the President can do for
them but what they can do for the President."
"I'M SURE you'll be oversubscribed," 1
said. "Does the President know you've
started this organization?"
" N o , " said Dirk, "and everyone in the
White House has orders not to tell him."
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'Sexual Suicide'gives distorted view of sex roles
This week's anchor review is
written by senior English major
Nan DeVries Wildman. She reviews Sexual Suicide by George F.
Gilder (Quadrangle, $7.95).
Sexual Suicide is George F.
Gilder's response to the questioning by many in our society of the
conventional conceptions of love
and sex. Gilder*s thesis is that our
culture is in the process of
committing ; "sexual suicide" by
not completely adhering to the
gospel of love and sex as defined
by marriage and procreation.
GILDER BEGINS in the Acknowledgements by acknowledging that the feminist movement is
simply "wrong." He then asserts
that there are in fact, differences
between the sexes and goes on for
the next 262 pages to explain how
the differences create natural
modes of being for women.
Here Gilder makes his first
mistake. No liberated woman
wants to be a man! She may want
to be considered as equal to man,
but she does not desire to be the
same thing. She knows she is not.
To assert that militant feminists
want to be like men r is as
ridiculous as a similar assumption
that militant blacks want to be
like whites.
ACCORDING TO the jacket
George Gilder thinks love is
essential because, "it is through
love that men are induced to
submit their impulsive and shortcircuited sexuality to the long
term goals and horizons of female
sexuality: motherhood, family
and community." Gilder races on
to define love as "the emotional
anticipation of progency; childbearing is the only act that gives
sex an unquestionable meaning."
Gilder says:
In the most elemental sense,
the sex drive is the survival
instinct: the primal tie to the

Baker grants
now available
Several Baker scholarships will
be available for students entering
their junior year at Hope. The
scholarships are provided for two
years, provided the recipient
maintains the personal and academic standards expected of a
Baker scholar.
The Baker Trust Fund, which
provides the scholarships, attempts to select potential leaders
in American business and provide
them opportunities for development.
The need for leadership in
every field of human activity
makes it difficult to restrict
scholarships to any particular
field. At the same time it is the
donors' hope that the majority of
the scholars plan to make business
their career.
At Hope, the Baker scholars
have established a mentor program. Each scholar has a mentor,
a person established in their field
who shows the students the
fundamentals of his area.
Applications can be obtained
in the academic affairs office.,
Deadline for applications is Mar.
31.

future. When people lose faith
in themselves and their prospects, they also lose their
procfeative energy. They commit sexual suicide. They just
cannot bear the idea of 4bringing children into the world.'
Such people may indulge a lot
in what they call sex. But it is a
kind of aimless copulation
having little to do with the
deeper currents of sexuality
and love that carry a community into the future.
How typical! Gilder builds his
thesis on scrupulously documented, abundantly footnoted
"scientific facts."
HE FAILS miserably, though,
to apply them realistically to life;
instead he tries to apply life to
them. It has been documented
that many levels of life cease
procreation when in despair. However, it is obvious from a quick
look around that if procreation
isn't slowed down with extreme
rapidity that we will indeed
commit sexual suicide by overpopulating our planet!
The tone of the entire book
refutes human capacity for the
intelligent blends of human freedom and human nature as we peer
into the depths of sex and love to
seek out their meanings for our
rapidly changing society.
THE BOOK first of all refutes
this, through its thoroughly emotional appeal, with righteous and
patriotic overtones. His generalizations and stereotypes are appalling. Singles are called "swingles,"
communalists are dubbed "polymorphous perverts."
"Sensuous psychiatrists" who
are also known as "Dr. Feelgoods" join "white rats," "black
panthers," "evangelical lesbians"
and others, who, "fitted with
Marxist trappings of a new proletariat' " are "all bouncing around
on waterbeds and typewriters and
television talk shows, making
•freedom' ring the cash registers of
the revolution."
MOST INCREDIBLE of all is
the way Gilder lays out the
"right" pattern for society based
on our biological equipment. He
feels that roles are organically
defined by our bodies, particularly by their differences.
It is significant that Gilder
skirts Christianity entirely in his
argument, for his thesis is in
conflict with the Judeo-Christian
concept of the uniqueness of
human life, as well-. as the
uniqueness of each individual man

m

and woman. Man is not organically predestined to the roles which
Gilder assigns him, and neither is
woman.
GOD GRANTED human beings freedom as well as nature, but
Gilder sees only the nature, and it
is questionable that he sees nature
correctly.
Women, insists Gilder, "civilize" and "domesticate" male
nature through marriage, children
and community concerns. Women
are destroying civilization by
giving this up. They are usurping
man's place in the job market,
which Gilder considers man's last
bastion of superiority. If women
don't stop threatening men in the
job market, Gilder warns, men
will be forced to resort to "muscle
and phallus."
FEMINISM, Gilder states, is
"the most important remaining
organized enemy to black progress." He claims that women are
competing for the same jobs that
blacks would be qualified to hold,
neatly-making second class citizens of a group he was trying to
"defend" against feminism.
He also claims that feminists
are involved in "increasing usurpation of the antidiscriminatory
machinery of the federal and state
governments and of many private
corporations. The agencies were
established and financed in response to the blood and sweat of
the civil rights movement.

"THE LEGAL basis of antidiscriminatory litigation was fought
out for a century by heroically
tenacious civil rights lawyers and
private c i t i z e n s . . . Now the women's movement cruises in with
claims of comparable grievance,
which are positively obscene from
the perspective of slavery and
segregation."
Evidently Mr. Gilder is unaware of the role women have
played from the Abolitionist
Movement through the present
day. One wonders if he has ever
read the speeches of Sojourner
Truth, or studied the life of
Harriet Tubman, or pondered the
consequences of Daisy Bate's firm
determination. From the point of
view of slavery and segregation, it
is what Gilder has to say that is
obscene.
IRONICALLY, the first thing
the index says under the "woman" listing is "see also female
role." Gilder feels that only
through women can our society
become "civilized," and for this
to happen, women must do what
is "natural" and men must "submit" to it. He says:
In a civilized society man
ultimately must overcome the
limited male sexual rhythms of
tension and release, erection
and ejaculation, and adopt a
sexual mode responsive to the
extended
female pattern—

• proceeding through pregnancy, ,
childbirth and nurture.
BY INVOLVING a long
period of bearing and nurturing
children, the; female pattern
entails a cbnbem' for t h e
future, a sense of growth and
evolution, a need for deterring
gratifications, a desire for durable and secure relationships.
The male pattern naturally
focuses on actively wrestling
pleasures from the immediate
environment.
But in civilized societies, the
majority of the men have come
to recognize t h a t - i t is the.
female time-orientation ' and
the family - that offer, the
highest rewards.
GEORGE GILDER'S thesis is
intellectually
incredible. . H i s
hokey assumptions a b o u t t h e
roles to which our bodies automatically assign us are unfortunate and absurd. It is tragic that
when someone steps forward to
speak in favor of the family of our
society that he fails so thoroughly.
Marriage and family do benefit
our society in many ways, and it
is important to express how and
why this is so. But at this Gilder
does not succeeed. His vision is
inaccurate, and his point of view
is dogmatic. If males are as brutish
as Gilder suggest, women should
stop wasting their time trying to
civilize them!

la kin'it
By Paul Boddy
The Sting, a movie about two highly successful
confidence men, inspired me to take up improvisational acting. By assuming insincere roles in real life
situations the average person can manipulate others
and entertain himself for hours.
LAST FRIDAY, my friend Rick and I wanted to
drink beer without spending money. After four
hours of precision planning, we drove to the Seaway
Bar. I. walked in alone and mingled with the Merle
Haggard fans.
'
•
Twenty minutes later Rick burst through the
door and villified, "Well, if it isn't Holland's most
ignorant spitoon platoon! Why don't you idiotic
Wallace worshippers go blither somewhere else, so I
can drink in good company?"
I DRAMATICALLY strode across the tavern,
punched Rick in the stomach, grabbed him by his
jacket and threw him into the street. I re-combed my
greased hair, heroically walked back to my table,
and allowed the patrons to buy me beers and praise
my toughness for the rest of the evening.
Last night we switched roles and staged the act at
Eddie's. I hadn't finished the first insult line when
three real toughs leaped from their stools. They
destroyed me, and Rick's chances of getting free
drinks.
MY THIRD performance came a month ago
when I discovered that a girl I liked started liking an
Arcadian. Knowing that my rival's Pat Boonishness
held her spellbound, I plotted to shatter the image.
I costumed in hippie threads and trucked on
down to the Kletz where he and she were splitting a
milk. I handed him. a five dollar bill and said,
"Thanks, man, that was the best stuff I've ever
dropped."
She shortly dropped him.
ONE CAMPUS radical plans to fake support for
the President in an effort to discredit him. The
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radical will wear a streaking uniform while collecting I-think-the-president-is-honest signatures . on
Eighth Street. He says, "If this doesn't make Hollanders think about cover-ups, nothing will."
I must warn the campus about fellow fakers in
high places at Hope. The administration will adamantly insist that school will open on Monday after
Spring Break. In reality, they have long planned to
close classes on Monday.
Their objective is to get students back in Holland
and make them spend a full day with nothing to do.
The rationale is that students will appreciate the
excitement generated by their classes and will start
going on a regular basis.
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Student Congress executive hopefuls
The following statements were prepared by
candidate for Student Congress president
David Cluley in response to an anchor
questionnaire.
What do you see as the key issues for
Hope students next year?
I see the issues next year as follows:
1. Working toward a true form of selfgovernance which will include the option
for students to decide upon the drinking
and parietals issues for themselves. This
would be a system in which everyone must
work together (total student participation,
in other words) if this ideal approach is to
work in reality.
2. A defining of the goals and purposes
of Hope College. ,
3. A lowering or leveling off of tuition
costs for attending Hope.
4. A type of student review similar to
faculty review, carrying just as much
weight as the faculty review does.
5. The possibility of both Student Congress and curriculum review and, possibly,
reform also lurk in the future.
What do you think of the concept of
dorm self-governance?
I believe the concept of student dorm
self-governance is an extremely fine idea. I
strongly believe it can be made to work for
the whole campus, especially if the students realize both the good aspects of it
and recognize that it will not be the easiest
thing in the world to implement. It will
require total involvement on the part of all
parties concerned throughout the whole
year; it will npt work effectively any other
way.
In some instances, it will require person-

al sacrifices of time and desires; but I
think, if they (the students) really want
this thing to work and remain around for a
while, they have it within their power to
make it whatever they so desire-to their
benefit or detriment.
Do you favor a change in the college's
present policy concerning drinking and parietals?
Yes, I strongly favor a change in the
college's present policy concerning drinking and parietals. This issue is very much
tied into the issue of self-governance. True
and complete self-governance would logically include anything within its realm.
The question boils down to whether or
not the faculty and administration are willing to recognize that students do have a
strong sense of what is morally right and
wrong and that they will act in such a way
as to preserve this as they see fit.
In light of this, I can foresee that possibly not all living units will opt for 24hour parietals and drinking that is continually out of hand (or even out of hand at
all). Even if all living units decide to opt
for all they can, I don't see anything wrong
with this as long as things are well controlled by the students themselves and that
individual rights and common decency are
respected and maintained.
Does Student Congress have an effective
role in student affairs?
Student Contress has a role in student
affairs, but I don't think that it is as efficient or as effective as it could be. I believe
that its efficiency could be improved by
decreasing the number of people on the
various boards and allowing for an increased amount of input from the various
I

The following statements were prepared by
candidate for Student Congress president
)im Beran in response to an anchor
questionnaire.
What do you see as the key issues for
Hope students next year?
I see students' main areas of concern as
follows:
/ I. Having a dynamic curriculum which
will fulfill the liberal arts education. In
addition, that Hope maintain academic excellence.
2. Having a dorm life which will guarantee a place for study and sleep, a place for
interpersonal growth, and an environment
for various social and intellectual activities.
3. Having good food to eat. '
4. Having effective inlets and outlets for
student concern on local and national levels.
What do you think of the concept of
dorm self-governance?
Since I have been promoting this since
October, I shall describe my concept of its
positive elements. Self-governance would
promote an active participation in the living unit in determining student lifestyle.
The reasoning behind self-governance is
that people will be more responsible toward rules and regulations upon which
they themselves will decide. Self-governance will also facilitate interpersonal
growth and self control.
Do you favor a change in the college's
present policy concerning drinking and parietals?
I feel that each living unit should decide
whether or not they should drink and
should decide on the extent of their parietals. I firmly support a change in policy in
these areas if they are to be regulated under self-governance. They are areas of great
significance to all students, whether they
be for or against them.
Does Student Congress have an effective
role in student affairs?
Not enough. Student Congress could be
more effective and efficient. It has a cumbersome structure and really has little political power in dealing with a broad range
of student concern. Congress should have
review powers over all board decisions if it
is to be an effective representative body. It
has not been effective in creating student
participation.
Do you believe Hope should have an
all-Christian faculty?
^
Hope must maintain a large staff of
Christian scholars. In selecting'faculty, a
Christian commitment should be of high
priority, but the candidate's academic qualifications should be just as high a priority,
if not a higher priority. We do not now
have an all-Christian faculty. But to not
give tenure to good non-Christian faculty
would be an injustice.
Evaluate Dr. Gordon VanWylen's performance as president.
I know that Dr. VanWylen has b^en

DAVID CLULEY
presidential candidate
parties concerned witn the issues at stake.
Some of the boards are just too large to
get work done effectively. I believe that it
would also be efficacious to tripi down
some of the subcommittees. One of the
major concerns is that all the boards receive sufficient input from the students
and the faculty so that they can arrive at a
viable decision.
This means that both the students and
the faculty must have enough motivation
to get out and make their views known to
the proper people for consideration.
We all know that students talk a lot, but
they very seldom take the action necessary
to bring about changes that could very well
benefit this college and its students. I'm
asking that they take this much needed
action.
Do you believe Hope should have an
all-Christian faculty?

No, I do not think that Hope should
have an all-Christian faculty. I believe that
such a faculty would not be as conducive
to intellectual growth and development
and could possibly even stunt both it and
the individual student's personal growth
I believe that while one is growing up
and developing one should be exposed to
as many differing views as he can possibly
come in touch with.
An educational facility should aid a student in his growth and not hinder or stunt
or direct it along any narrow, preconceived
path. College is a place where one grows
and . maybe even completes his growth so
that he may play a valuable role in his
society after he graduates from school.
Evaluate Dr. Gordon VtnWylcn's performance as president.
I don't think Dr. VanWylen is getting
the full story from his information sources
and I think that this is hindering him from
performing his job as well as he possibly
could for the benefit of the college and its
students.
In other words, I think that there is
room for improvement in the way he is
doing his job. I must also state that I think
part of the blame rests upon him, in that
he has his priorities slightly reversed (in my
opinion).
He is spending a lot of time trying to
drum up more money for the school and
its improvement while there are left what
seem to be quite a few open and troublesome questions around the campus itself;
such as what the goals and purposes of the
college are or even should b e - a very big
question in light of the "Beran" proposal
which, in part, depends upon this ideology
for its implementation.
Do you see a need for curriculum reform?
I personally don't see a very strong need
for curriculum reform, but \ will be open
to any rationale concerning this issue and
more than willing to take action upon it if
the need presents itself as requiring such.

O'Brien seeks veep post
The following statements were prepared by
candidate for Student Congress vice president Tom O'Brien in response to an anchor
questionnaire.

JIM BERAN
presidential candidate
spending a great deal of his time with development. I hope that the new development staff will take away many of his
present obligations. This is necessary because he has been severely out of touch
with the campus community this year.
I also note that the President has not
stated explicitly and publicly his goals and
purposes and his basic assumptions when
making decisions. Faculty and students
have felt great frustration because his leadership has not provided a clear direction. If
the President was appointed by the Board
of Trustees to bring Hope closer to the
Reformed Church, I hope his future decisions do not sacrifice Hope's academic integrity by limiting the college's exposure
and involvement in controversial areas. For
example: not allowing controversial speakers, eliminating liberal faculty, restricting
the boundaries of self-governance.
If this were to occur, the fine tradition
of Hope would die in stagnation. Finally, I
believe that the President has done an excellent job with the 4Build Hope' project.
Do you see a need for curriculum reform?
I feel strongly that Hope must maintain
a liberal arts curriculum. I feel that there
must be more flexibility in the student's
selection of the core requirements. Dr.
Dykstra's "philosophy 113" provides an
excellent foundation for a liberal education, but I feel we need new interdisciplinary courses to better integrate each discipline's area of concern.
Hope must pursue new experimental
areas in living/learning experiences. For example, people in one living unit would all
take a similar requirement or course. Discussion groups would be formulated to integrate their learning experience with their
living experience. We must continue to promote a general atmosphere of intellectual
inquiry and exchange of ideas.

What do you see as the key issues for
Hope students next year?
The realization of the goals as stated in
the Student Handbook, "academic excellence and the development of your full
potential as a scholar and a student . . .
they involve the whole person . . . " are the
ongoing issues. .
These can be realized through facilitating maturity by allowing students to govern their own living conditions, giving Student Congress a significant role in community government and by promoting greater
exchange of ideas through student and cultural activities.
What do you think of the concept of
dorm self-governance?
In formulating a campaign platform, 1
made the basic assumption that the majority of students are responsible members of
the college community. There will always
be the irresponsible members, but guidelines for campus life should be formulated
to reinforce the responsible majority, not
to. restrict the minority at the majority's
expense.
President VanWylen asked (in the handbook) our help in developing a vital and
dynamic environment as we prepare for
positions of leadership and responsibility in
the years ahead. To prepare for these positions our environment must facilitate academic growth and social maturity.
Self-governance promotes this maturity
by giving students experience in decisionmaking on issues that directly affect their
lives. When someone makes these decisions
for us this process is halted.
Dorm self-governance will promote a
sense of responsibility and community
among students. Students feel less responsibility to abide by rules in which they have
little say or to administrators far removed
from the dorm.
Do you favor a change in the college's
present policy concerning drinking and
parietals?
I favor a change in the college's present
policy concerning drinking and parietals.
Whether I favor drinking and 24-hour parietals is irrelevant. Every student on campus
should have the right to decide the conditions in which he or she will live.
As graduates of Hope, if we are going to
be meaningfully involved in choosing the

laws and leaders of our country we must
first be experienced in determining the regulations that govern us here, on our floors,
in our dorms, and on our campus.
Does Student Congress have an effective
role in student affairs?
Student Congress has no legislative power and therefore does not have an effective
role in student affairs. Faculty have the
right of review of any action that is passed
through the structure.
Also, the President can, in taking a proposal to the Board of Trustees, recommend
it or not recommend i t - a sure indication
of its success or failure. This is a subversion
of the idea of community governance because one branch is more powerful than
another.
To look at the problem practically, we
are not going to be able to eliminate faculty review or the particular presidential
power mentioned above, therefore to establish "community" government. Student
Congress must have real power.
A student review of board and committee action, such as t h a t , o f the faculty,
would create a balance among community
interests. This would give the congress a
vital role in community government.
Do you believe Hope should have an
all-Christian faculty?
Limiting professors to men and women
who view life from a Christian perspective
would effectively limit the exchange of a
wide range of ideas, and therefore the academic growth of Hope's students.
Evaluate Dr. Gordon VanWylen's performance as president.
The formulation of the goals and purposes is of primary importance. The fact
that they have not been formulated has
been a main source of confusion in the
boards and committees causing delays of
necessary reforms.
VanWyfen should give top priority to
the formulation of the goals and purposes
to end the confusion in the community
governance structure and to end the need
for letters to boards that upset Hope's governmental process.
Do you sec a need for curriculum reform?
Changes in the curriculum to fit the
academic needs of individual students
should be carefully considered. The independent study program is a good example
of how this could be accomplished.
Changes in the curriculum, however,
should enhance the goals of a liberal arts
^ education, not run counter to it.
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speak out on major issues for 74-75
The following statements were prepared by
•candidate for Student Congress president
Peter Brown in response to an anchor
questionnaire.
i
What do you see as the key issues for
Hope students next year?
I don't think there are key issues, as
much as there are over 2,000 separate issues. There may be common concerns, but
not key issues. This is an extremely important distinction. It is also the challenge
which this college must answer, namely,
how to provide an atmosphere (academically and socially) that will be conducive to
the individual's development.
One of the biggest faults of the adminstration has been its idea that by making
important choices for the student it will
facilitate individual growth. It has always
puzzled me how limiting choices will facilitate individual growth and responsibility.
If there is a major concern on campus I
think it is the desire of students to be
exposed to new experiences and ideas. This
cannot be adequately accomplished in a
school where the administration assumes
the responsibility for this growth and decides what students are going to be exposed to. This is a social problem in that
the right to govern the personal lives of the
students was assumed.
It is also an academic problem in that
exposure to ideas are also censored. Last
year former Director of Student Activities
John Jackson was fired because he saw the
need students had for exposure to varied
ideas and responded to this need.
He brought controversial films (such as
The Murder of Fred Hampton) and speakers (such as Bobby Rush). As the only
black administrator he added a now lost
cultural dimension to this college. After a
woman complained about Transcendental
Meditation to President VanWylen, T.M.
hasn't returned this semester.
Last year a committee was set up following the theater production of Beggars
Opera to discern whether or not plays such
as this were proper in the context of the
Holland community.
It is not that I agree with any of these
events on a judgmental level, but without
the free exchange of ideas this college cannot be an institution of higher learning.
Limiting exposure to new ideas makes for
both a very stagnate social life, and is a
danger to self development.

PETER BROWN
presidential candidate
What do you think of the concept of
dorm self-governance?
One man, one vote, is a right guaranteed
by the constitution of the United States of
America. Self-governance is not a privilege
to be given students, it is a right that
should never have been taken away.
It is a tremendous contradiction for this
school to state in the student handbook that
it is for promoting individual growth and
responsibility and then take away the student right to be given a chance to be responsible. Students need to make real
choices regarding their personal lives in
order to grow and become responsible.
Do you favor a change in the college's
present policy concerning drinking and parietals?
The issue is not whether am I for or
against drinking and * extended parietals,
but rather who. should decide such questions—the student or the dean of students
office. In accordance with the principle of
self-governance and democracy, each living
unit must decide upon its own rules.
This is their right. Also there must be
more flexibility in room assignments when
unit self-governance is in effect so that no
individual is forced to live under a governance situation intolerable with his/her beliefs.

Martin vies for V.P. job
The following statements were prepared by
candidate for Student Congress vice president Bruce Martin in response to an anchor
questionnaire.
What do you see as the key issues for
Hope students next year?
The key issues facing Hope students in
the coming year all include the question of
whether students wish to take a greater
voice in the shaping of the campus policies.
Beran's proposal for dorm self-governance
is not only a call for more freedom but also
a commitment to greater responsibility.
What do you think of the concept of
dorm self-governance?
Dorm self-governance is a must if students are to be progressing toward adult
functioning capacities upon graduation.
Students must be able to interact capably
and to reach some type of agreeable living
situation. To cure the problem of making
mistakes by eliminating the options will
succeed in teaching the student nothing
related to the real world.
But with self-governance comes the necessity of self-regulation. Students will
have to put up workable plans of lifestyle
regulation along with their ideas for new
freedoms.
Do you favor a change in the college's
present policy concerning drinking and parietals?
Consistent with my view on dorm selfgovernance, yes, I do feel the coUege
should change its policy on drinking and
parietals. I see these changes of ambiguously enforced rules to regulations that are
more consistent, more enforceable, and
more indicative of a trust in the powers of
discretion on the part of Hope students.
Longer parietal hours will not lead to
any drastic change in lifestyle. It will just
allow for a little less conflict between student and regulation. Still, in any dorm so
choosing, fewer visiting hours may be upheld. Allowing drinking should lead to no
great scene of decadence if our students are
the mature individuals we claim them to

be. If so, the freedom of occasional drink
in one's room should be allowed. If students are not that mature send them home
to grow up some.
Does Student Congress have an effective
role in student affairs?
Student Congress needs ^student input
before we can go after any of this new
responsibility. Student commitment to altering their community to a form more
compatible with their goals is the only
thing that will increase the effectiveness of
any student government.
Do you believe Hope should have an
all-Christian faculty?
Hope College is dedicated to Christian
principles. One does not have to believe in
Christ as Redeemer to live by the principles
of Jesus Christ. We should seek faculty
who have exhibited a Christ-like lifestyle
and not worry about the title of Christianity. The world is not all Christian and Hope
need not be to keep our goals of Christ's
principles.
Evaluate Dr. Gordon VanWylen's performance as president.
I refuse to evaluate the job of any person whose total responsibility and duties I
am not familiar with.
Do you see a need for curriculum reform?
Slight revisions may be necessary as
some requirements no longer may remain
as useful as when instituted. However, I
would disagree with any large scale revision. Hope College is dedicated to liberal
arts education. And as such, is dedicated to
graduating well-rounded students. We are
not here to produce any type of specialist.
We are not a trade school.
Hope is dedicated to education in a
wide range of experience. Its purpose is
fulfilled in acquainting the student with as
broad an area as possible while still giving
him strength in an area of choice. Four
years is a short time to attempt such an
undertaking, but I think Hope possesses a
good basic program.

Does Student Congress have an effective
role in student affairs?
No, it doesn't. But then again it wasn't
supposed to. It was given no real power to
institute reform. Congress can propose legislation but its power to institute reform is
totally insignificant. Student Congress
ought to have more power, because as it
stands now, it cannot adequately represent
the student body.
As a body of elected students it needs
the ability to act, and not simply make
recommendations. The students should be
making recommendations to Congress,
with Congress acting on these suggestions.
Specifically, students should be given more
say in the actual functioning of this college, be it social, financial, or merely a
voice in the governing of their personal
lives.
But reforming Student Congress has
been talked about for years. To change
Congress and make it more effective we
need determined officers who are not afraid
to act. The need to help give students real
choices at this school is the reason I am
running for president and Tom O'Brien is
running with me for vice president.
Do you believe Hope should have an
all-Christian faculty?
To have an all-Christian faculty would
completely defeat the commitment this
school has to expose its students to a wide
range of ideas.
Evaluate Dr. Gordon VanWylen's performance as president.
President VanWylen sent a letter to the
Campus Life Board last week stating that
because the "representative, government
proposal" would endanger gifts from
churches and individuals, and also be detrimental to admissions, it shouldn't be enacted.
The CLB is supposed to enact legislation; it is a committee comprised of students, professors, and administrators who
are supposed to debate and then decide
upon issues. To have the President try to
undermine the efforts of many years of
hard work by individuals in the governmental structure, is wholly in contradiction
to the assigned task of the committee.
As a community, decisions ought to be
made by the community-how else can we
have a workable system? Neither President
VanWylen nor the Board of Trustees ought
to be deciding matters regarding campus
life. Campus life decisions are supposed to

be made by the Campus Life Board.
As far as admissions is concerned I can't
believe a potential student will decide not
to come to Hope because the college has
decided to allow individual responsibility.
If they don't want individual responsibility, then they have no business at a college
which Is supposed to promote Individual
growth and responsibility.
When I was editor of the anchor, Dr.
VanWylen accused me of not caring for the
college, because I didn't understand that I
was supposed to praise the college. I wasn't
supposed to speak out when Ervln and
McBride were fired.
I wasn't supposed to make an issue
of John Jackson, when he was fired. In a
free society a free press Is supposed to raise
Issues and act as a watchdog over the system. It Is not supposed to be a propaganda
sheet.
I have much respect for President Van
Wylen as a person, but I believe a university should be debating Ideas and pursuing
truth. VanWylen once said: "This Is not an
adversary system," and I couldn't disagree
more.
How are we supposed to have freedom
of Ideas when the President Is more Interested In having consensus around his Ideas?
"I'm an engineer and he's a musician,"
stated VanWylen about Dean of Academic
Affairs Morrette Rider. Statements like the
above are indicative of this kind of attitude.
Do you see a need for curriculum reform?
In accordance with the goals of a liberal
arts education, students should be exposed
to many areas of discipline. When any decisions are made to alter the curriculum they
should be made for academic reasons.
Proposals similar to the one submitted
by Brink and Rider which proposed changes In the curriculum should be rejected,
because the only rationale given was that It
would help "sell Hope to potential students." The curriculum may need updating, but for academic not expedient reasons. I do believe the curriculum needs
more flexibility to meet individual needs.
The idea of contract curriculum Is an
excellent example of a way In which the
college can be responsive academically to
the Individual.
Contract curriculum is not too well
known as an alternative, and more publicity Is needed to make more students aware
of exactly what It offers the Individual

The following statements were prepared by
candidate for Student Congress president
Bill Boersma in. response to an anchor
questionnaire. .
What do you see as the key issues for
Hope students next year?
One of the key issues that students must
concern themselves with is proving to on-'
lookers that they can handle the responsibility involved in dorm self-governance.
This will be very influential upon student
rights at Hope in the future. .
What do you think of the concept of
dorm self-governance?
The ideal behind dorm self-governance
can be very beneficial to the students and
Hope College as a whole. It allows for more
responsibility to be placed upon the student, which frees the administration for
more important tasks than the regulation
and enforcement of rules.
Do you favor a change in the college's
present policy concerning drinking and parietals?
Open drinking on campus would be very
disruptive to Hope as an academic institution. Drinking in itself is not a vice, but it
has its place and time, and I do not see its
beneficial place at Hope College.
Does Student Congress have an effective
role in student affairs?
Student Congress is not a strong coercion because of the structure of government at Hope. If there is more student
support and interest in affairs, the Student
Congress could have a mor? effective role.
Do you believe Hope should have an
all-Christian faculty?
Too often we tend to separate Christianity from the sciences and business world
while only associating it with philosophy
and religion. Christianity is applicable to
every aspect in life, therefore, we must not
teach it as if it has no place in certain
channels of learning.
Evaluate Dr. Gordon VanWylen's performance as president.
Dr. VanWylen has a sincere interest in
Hope's future. He has taken an active role
in concerning himself with not only administrative and faculty matters, but with stu-
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BILL BOERSMA
presidential candidate
dent regards as well. Man> of us don't
appreciate the fact that Dr. VanWylen is
eager for student opinion. .
Do you see a need for curriculum reform?
Some courses need revision, not necessarily in complete change, but in meeting
student needs. However, frequently pertinent classes are available, we just don't realize it. Therefore, the need Is not necessarily
for curriculum reform, but for an update
on what material Is now offered.

Hey! It's
SMW
With CHAD RICHARDS
Tuesdays and Thursdays
WTAS 610 AM 8:00 PM
WJBL 945 FM
5:30 PM
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Activities Calendar
FRIDAY, MARCH 22
SAC Film: "Sleuth," DWCC main theater, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
French Night: Wichers aud., 8 p.m.
Senior Recital: Diana Holthuis, Dimnent Memorial Chapel,
8:15 p.m.

Quietly optimistic
by Chris Liggett
"1 feel quietly optimistic," is what coach Jim
Bultman had to say about the upcoming baseball
season. Hope will be fielding a relatively young
inexperienced team, but one with tremendous
potential that has yet to be proved. The question is,
can this potential be harnessed?
FOR THOSE who saw last year's team play, they
will readily remember that the biggest problem the
team had was that of weak pitching. Early season
injuries decimated the bull pen. This year's pitching
corps has another year's experience and according to
Bultman is looking much better. Gordon Alderink
and Jeff Burke should be the nucleus for the
pitching staff.
Now that it seems as though the pitching
obstacle has been cleared, the team has to find
someone to receive the ball after it has passed the
plate. There are no returning lettermen to fill in the
position of catcher. Three men, Jerry Boose, Tony
Terracclano and Marty Edema all seem qualified for
the slot, but none of them have any real playing
time.
THE INFIELD will be revolving around Bob
Lamer. Lamer, who Is serving as captain foi this
year's team, was an all-MIAA pick last season, and
was also named to the all-area college team. Lamer
Is a consistent short-stop, and Is steady at the plate.
The remainder of the Infield is composed of
three vets vying for first base, and three freshmen
looking for the spots at second and third. Kurt
Avery, Pat Welch and Wes Wilhelmson are all
returning veterans, and are all capable of playing
first base. Rick McLouth, Kris Kr&pf and Kurt
Bennett can all interchange between second, third
and short-stop, and all three will see a great deal of
playing time.
THERE ARE, as in most of the positions on this
year's team, no experienced players to play the
outfield. Jimmie Giles, Randy VanderVeen, Jeff
Waterstone, John Sloan and Phil Magee seem the
likely prospects to fill in the outfield positions.
The outcome of the season for the 1974 Hope

baseball team depends on how quickly the freshmen
come around. If they become accustomed to college
ball in a hurry, they have a good chance for
finishing high In the conference. It Is too early to
tell how the hitting Is going to be, as no one has
really had a chance to show what they can do.
THE SPEED Is much Improved over last year's
team, so another element has been added to Hope's
game plan as more base running will be going on.
Except for Lamer, every other member of the team
has yet to prove himself.
As far as the rest of the teams In the conference
go. Alma and Albion will most likely be the top
teams In the league. But right now, the major
concern Is picking the 18 man contingent to go on
the trip south over break.
"QUIETLY Optimistic," Bultman, 1974.
The Delta Phi's ended In first place In the
women's IM basketball tournament that was
completed last week. Six teams participated In the
five week tournament that finished In a play-off
between the Delta Phi's and the Alpha Phi's.
THE PLAYOFF between the two teams resulted
after both teams had ended the regular season with
one loss apiece. The Delphi's had given the Alpha
Phi's their only loss, while the Delphi's loss came In
their game with Kappa Chi.
The play-off game Itself seemed to be all Delphi
at first as they quickly rolled to a 13-6 lead. But in
the fourth quarter, the Alpha Phi's came to 16-15
with 30. seconds left to play. A foul shot by the
Delphi's gave them the lead for good as they won
the game 17-15.
THE SEASON went well for the teams that
participated with the only major problem being that
the women could only use Carnegie gym one night a
week. The final standings were, Delta Phi 7-1, Alpha
Phi 6-2, Kollen 3 4-3, Kappa Chi 4-3, Gilmore 3-4,
Phelps 3-4, Kollen 2 1-6, and tied for the cellar,
Sigma Sigma 1-6.

Noted linguist to speak
on campus next week
j

Missionary linguist George Huttar will appear on campus Sunday,
Mar. 24 through Tuesday, Mar. 26
for a series of lectures and
seminars. Huttar is Adjunct Assoelate Professor at the University
of Texas and also teaches at the
International Linguistic Center in
Dallas.
Prior to his present position,
Huttar served with the Wycllffe
Bible Translators for five years In
Surinam (formerly Dutch Guinea)
. in South America. Following two
years of linguistic field work, he
was appointed branch director

with headquarters in the capital
city of Paramaribo.
Among the scheduled events
will be a public lecture Mon. at 4
p.m. In Wicher's Auditorium on
"American Missionaries and Third
World Self-Esteem." Later that
evening at 7:30 Huttar will discuss
"Problems of Translation and
Cultural Imagery" In Wlnant Auditorium.
In addition to speaking to
several classes, the linguist will
also speak at the worship service
Sun., at 11 a.m. in Dimnent
Chapel.

Burger King is now
featuring the WHALER!
A cod filet, fried to crispy perfection and
served with tartar sauce and lettuce on a
toasted sesame bun.
Have it our way or have it your way

...at BURGER KING

Records and Tapes

SATURDAY, MARCH 23
Intramural Wrestling Meet: Carnegie Gym, 2 p.m.
SAC Film: "Sleuth," DWCC main theater, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Faculty Variety Show: "Orange and Blue Review", Wichers
aud., 7 p.m.
SUNDAY, MARCH 24
Worship: Dr. George Huttar (missionary linguist), preaching;
Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 11 a.m.
MONDAY, MARCH 25
Public Lecture: Dr. George Huttar "American Missionaries and
Third World Self-Esteem," Wichers aud., 4 p.m.
Japanese Film: "A Thousand Cranes," Park Theater, 7:30 p.m.
(tickets available at International Education Office)
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 27 - FRIDAY, MARCH 29
Student Theater: "Radio," DWCC theater, 8 p.m.
ELSEWHERE DURING SPRING VACATION
Joe Walsh: concert, Friday, March 29, GVSC Fieldhouse, 8
p.m.
Graham Nash: concert, Friday, April 5, GVSC Fieldhouse, 8
p.m.

I

Tickets on sale for
fall trip to Stratford
The English department is
sponsoring a trip to the Stratford
Festival Theater production September 13-15. Tickets for Mollere's The Imaginary Invalid are
$3.50 and seats for Shakespeare's
King John are $5.50 and $6.50.
The $5.50 ticket is limited to 50
persons, on a first-come, firstserved basis.
Cost for hotel accommodations
will be $12.84 for the two-night

stay at the Queen's Hotel or
Windsor Hotel in Stratford.
The college will provide free
transportation for the first 55
who request it. Those interested
in going to Stratford must sign up
for tickets and room by April 12.
Individuals can make their own
travel and sleeping arrangements.
Those who have questions should
contact Assistant Professor of
English William Reynolds.

THE RELIGIOUS LIFE COMMITTEE
wishes to encourage you to consider and become involved in some of the Christian
activities available to you. Several opportunities for worship and spiritual growth
appear below.
WORSHIP

Agape Christian Community Worship, 7:30 p.m., Wednesday, DWCC Ballroom
Agape Christian Community Worship, 9:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m., Sunday, DWCC
Student Lounge
Agape Morning Prayer, 7:30 a.m., Weekdays, and 9:30 a.m., Sa urday. Meditation
Chapel (Graves Hall Basement)
Compline Service, 10:00 p.m., Thursday, Dimnent Chapel
Holy Communion, 5:00 p.m., Tuesday, Meditation Chapel
Morning Chapel, 8:00 a.m., Monday Wednesday Friday, Dimnent Chapel
Sunday Morning Chapel, 11:00 a.m., Dimnent Chapel
J

FELLOWSHIP

Campus Crusade, 6:30 p.m., Monday, DWCC Ballroom
Hope Happening, as announced in the Bulletin
Navigators, contact Larry Hagberg at 2843
Sunday Fellowship at Coughenour's, 7:00-8:00 p.m., 13935 Ridgewood Drive
Young Life, 9:00 p.m., Monday, meeting place as announced or contact Todd
Knecht at 2781 or Sue Dirkse at 2573
BIBLE STUDIES

Agape Christian Community Bible Study, 7:30 p.m., Friday, DWCC Student
Lounge
Agape Women's Bible Study, 7:30 p.m., Tuesday, Dykstra G13
Chaplain Hillegond's House, 9:00 p.m., Tuesday, 117 E. 10th St
Dykstra Cluster 1-5, 9:00 p.m., Sunday
Dykstra Cluster 1-5, 9:15 p.m., Monday
Gilmore, contact Mimi Baar at 2586
Kollen W214, 10:00 p.m., Wednesday
Navigators, contact Larry Hagberg at 2843
SOCIAL ACTION

Birchwood Nursing Home Visitation, 6:30 p.m., Wednesday, contact Dora Adam at
2406
Community Mental Health Services of Ottawa County, 392-1873, Catherine Pfeiffer
(Coordinator of Volunteer Services)
Higher Horizons, 2244
Holland Day Care Center, contact Mrs. Robert Cecil or 396-6105
MOCP, Chapel 13
IN BROWNSTONE ALLEY

COUNSELING

Marriage Counseling Groups, Chaplain Hillegond's, 8:30 p.m., Sunday

